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About This Game

Your magic can change the world, but at what cost? Battle dragons, skyships, and evil Inquisitors, as you protect your homeland,
conquer it, or destroy it forever.

Choice of Magics is a 550,000-word interactive, post-apocalyptic fantasy novel by Kevin Gold, author of our best-selling game,
Choice of Robots. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

Thousands of years ago, the ancients destroyed civilization with five schools of magic. Each spell comes at a terrible price.
Glamor charms your adversaries, rotting your body from the inside. Divination reveals faraway secrets, exposing your own
secrets to others. Automation gives objects the spark of life, destabilizing the climate. Vivomancy can heal or change living

things, with bizarre side effects. Blast your enemies with Negation energy, forming permanent clouds of deadly fallout.

As a young scrounger of antiquities, you hope to build your ruined world anew with these rediscovered spells. Now you must
decide which of these magics can transform your post-apocalyptic society, and what you'll risk to bring hope and light to your

kinsmen.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; straight, gay, bi, or ace.

 Design your own pet, hatch a baby dragon, and build your own golems.
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 Win a war, win the crown, or win your best friend's heart.

 Transform an evil Inquisitor into a talking tortoise, out for revenge. (Eventually.)

 Collect magic items: rings of power, an alchemy set, a “light sword” (wink, wink)

 Romance your village's geeky mayor, a goofy swordfighter, or even the queen.

 Help a stuffed monkey to repaint all of the murals in the Cathedral dungeon.

 Test out the mayor's new board game.

Can you bring the world back from ruin and shape a new society? Use your magics well, and you could become as a god; use
your magics poorly and destroy the world all over again.
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Satisfying.. Pretty Λｄｄｉｃｔｉｖｅ
for Time Killaaah. STORY:
 The story takes place between the events of Resident Evil 4 and Resident Evil 5, where B.S.A.A. not long ago formed. Set on a
ship that is swaying in the middle of the ocean named "Queen Zenobia", Jill Valentine tried to find the whereabouts of Chris
Redfield who reportedly lost. As we know Jill and Chris were formerly fellow members of S.T.A.R.S. and is a survivor who
survived the Raccoon City incident in 1998. When Jill arrived at the place where Chris was held captive. It turned out that it was
just a trap made by the Veltro organization and Jill was captured by them.

 GAMEPLAY:
 The gameplay is a blend of elements of survival horror and action. As we know that Resident Evil 5 is the first game of the
Resident Evil series that has an action genre, not a survival horror like the previous series and then resumed with Resident Evil
6. In the gameplay section Jill places more emphasis on survival horror elements, but in part Chris emphasizes the elements of
action. I could say this is a perfect blend. And this Resident Evil Revelation is also the first game in the Resident Evil series that
can shoot while walking. As we know in previous Resident Evil games like Resident Evil 4 and Resident Evil 5 it can't run when
we're shooting. And this is a good step that Capcom made. Also in Resident Evil Revelation this is the first game from the
Resident Evil series where the gameplay can swim. Also new features such as a tool called "Genesis" that is with this tool we can
scan enemies and also be able to track the presence of hidden items such as ammunition, herbs, and so on.

 ENEMY :
 For enemies in this game unlike classic Zombies because of infections from T Virus like the classic Resident Evil game. But
here we have to fight new enemies of infection from the T Abyss virus, of course this makes the enemies of the Resident Evil
series increase, in addition to classic Zombies, Lickers, Ganados, and so on.

 CONCLUSION:
 Resident Evil Revelation is one of the best (but not perfect) Resident Evil games to be played by fans of the Resident Evil
series. With interesting storyline, good gameplay, scary enemies, awesome graphics, and more. A combination of survival horror
elements with perfect action. I say one of the Resident Evil games with the best horror elements, apart from the latest Capcom
game, the Resident Evil 2 Remake which was just released last January.

 My value for this Resident Evil Revelation game is: 9.5 \/ 10.. Freezes at the title screen. And if i'm wrong and it DOES launch
eventually I have to say I don't feel like sparing over 10 minutes of my time every time I feel like playing.. Okay, so the
game\/story is interesting and all that, however I can NOT enjoy it... simply because... the way it's written, you never know if the
MC is talking or thinking! Should add some god damn quotation marks for the MC!. Purchased for nostalgia, as this was my
first ever point & click adventure game, which got me into the genre. The characters are very poorly pixelated, but the
interactive scenes still look very nice. The voice acting is good, which helps immerse you in the intriguing story. Puzzles are
challenging, albeit annoyingly illogical a lot of the time. Overall, if your willing to invest your time into getting this old game
working properly, it's worth a buy in the sales.

A big thank you to Steam members:

Bakhtosh_nar_Kiranka :for the guide using DxWnd program, to get the save\/load menu fucntions working.
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cyanic :for the patched data files, that stop the game crashing when passing objects between characters etc... I played a little of
the original Legends of Dawn and have just started this one. It's a little janky and very low budget - but it has a really good
soundtrack and if you're looking for some Diablo/Titan Quest style hack and slash questing - this fits the bill.. I have yet to
finish this game yet, but it has a meow on command button so it's a 10\/10 from me
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This is a facebook quality flash game. It is as addictive as a Facebook game but without the in game purchases! Good clean fun
for all ages!. Mousecraft is a fun little puzzle game. Ignore the sales pitch about Tetris and Lemmings though, the actual
gameplay doesn't really have much in common with either of them.

The puzzles themselves are fairly traditional fare. For each level you are given a set of blocks that you need to place on the map
to guide your mice to cheese and collect as many crystals along the way as possible. Overall the levels are pretty simple, even if
the addition of different special blocks in later levels does complicate things a little bit.

The action does happen in realtime, but as you can pause and undo freely, things never get too hectic. Overall the difficulty level
was pretty low, there's pretty much always an obvious solution that gets you at least some of the mice and crystals and usually
even the perfect solution is not that hard to figure out.

Despite some minor flaws Mousecraft is a pretty enjoyable experience and I'd recommend it to any fans of simple puzzle
games.

The good:
- Clear colorful art
- Decent amount of levels
- Good variety of different blocks

The bad:
- Too easy
- No way to check exactly how many mice/crystals you have collected in each level

The ugly:
- Occasional UI issues, restarting the game generally resolved these problems. One area is bugged, the game is impossible to
ending. Never buy this game.... Everything about this is doujin-tier except the price tag.. a lovely puzzeling-game, very different
from other puzzles-games - I like it - a little bit confusing, in the beginning no guidence, but plenty of help is build within, so no
real problem to get the point
. Simple and relaxing 2x2 version of Sudoku.. Noone in the comments thought of mentioning a tiny, little, small detail? That the
game DOES NOT support mouse at all??
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